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Abstract. 

What NIKE pretends via marketing is to capture more costumers, but the main mission 

is that NIKE takes part of the costumers’ lifestyle.  The quality of the products that are 

promoted with famous people is one of the ways to attract new customers. 
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Reading any paper or interviews related with the world of sport, seeing any match about 

any sport or simple, walking around the street we can see the logo of NIKE. This 

company achieves the impossible mission that all the people around the world know the 

logo of NIKE. A lot of times the company was doing many advertise, that don’t say 

anytime the name of its brand, only shows the logo of the brand. 

However, a good marketing is more than to make some promises or promotions. Make a 

good marketing means, giving constantly the real value to the clients. The initial success 

of the NIKE comes from technique superiority in running shoes and basketball. 

 Athletes that tested by serious, that they felt frustrated by innovation in sports 

equipment. Nowadays, NIKE is leading in innovation about all material sports for 

guarantee its position in world sports. 

Nike, more than shoes is selling cloth and different sports material. Nike is “selling” 

one type of lifestyle, sport culture, one attitude that is known like “just do it”.  When 

you cloth any shoes, since that moment you are part of the brand with all athletes: An 

authentic passion for sport. At this manner you are sharing you competitiveness with 

Michel Jordan and the confidence of Tiger Woods and another’s. Nike is its athletes, 

athletes are the sport, and NIKE is the real sport.      

Therefore, its basic build some relation between the company its athletes and its clients. 

The content of the relation that propos uses is going more than worries of the costumers, 

or all sports that they are playing because what is trying to achieve NIKE is take part of 

the costumers life. At this type of doing things in the company, NIKE is selling more 

than sport material, is selling the idea of sport like a tool for improving the health of 

people.  On the other hand, NIKE makes a lot of effort to promote a lot of sports 

unknown for the majority of the people despite representing less business opportunities.  
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These kinds of actions makes NIKE not only like a producer of sport material, it’s like a 

company that take into account about the worries of the society. 
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